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Nuclear fusion: How long until thisNuclear fusion: How long until this
breakthrough discovery can power your housebreakthrough discovery can power your house
CNN · Neil StanageCNN · Neil Stanage

Researchers for decades have attempted to recreate nuclear fusion -- replicating theResearchers for decades have attempted to recreate nuclear fusion -- replicating the
energy that powers the sun. Here's what you need to know about this...energy that powers the sun. Here's what you need to know about this...
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So many sports, so little timeSo many sports, so little time
Thegist.comThegist.com

Want to stay up to date on sports but don’t want to spend more than 5 minutes? You'll likeWant to stay up to date on sports but don’t want to spend more than 5 minutes? You'll like
this funny, women-written sports newsletter that gives you the key takeaways withoutthis funny, women-written sports newsletter that gives you the key takeaways without
watching all the games. Subscribe today and be entered to win $250 cashwatching all the games. Subscribe today and be entered to win $250 cash
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The case against SBF leaves out his victimsThe case against SBF leaves out his victims
Semafor · Liz HoffmanSemafor · Liz Hoffman

The News Sam Bankman-Fried is under arrest and facing charges from U.S. authoritiesThe News Sam Bankman-Fried is under arrest and facing charges from U.S. authorities
that he defrauded investors and customers of his collapsed crypto …that he defrauded investors and customers of his collapsed crypto …
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The party animal and the island-hopping hermitThe party animal and the island-hopping hermit
Business Insider · Hugh Langley and Rob PriceBusiness Insider · Hugh Langley and Rob Price

Inside the lavish, secretive, post-Google lives of Sergey Brin and Larry Page.Inside the lavish, secretive, post-Google lives of Sergey Brin and Larry Page.

Why we’re relitigating the Casey Anthony caseWhy we’re relitigating the Casey Anthony case
now — and why we shouldn’tnow — and why we shouldn’t
Vox · Aja RomanoVox · Aja Romano

Peacock’s new Casey Anthony special dares to ask why we need to rehash every truePeacock’s new Casey Anthony special dares to ask why we need to rehash every true
crime case.crime case.

Want more than 10 stories?Want more than 10 stories?
Use the QR code to get Flipboard on your phone. It's free and you'llUse the QR code to get Flipboard on your phone. It's free and you'll
have all the best stories just a flip away.have all the best stories just a flip away.
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The herd in the headThe herd in the head
Aeon Magazine · Costica BradatanAeon Magazine · Costica Bradatan

It is enormously empowering — even intoxicating — to lose yourself to a crowd. That isIt is enormously empowering — even intoxicating — to lose yourself to a crowd. That is
why we need contrarians.why we need contrarians.

A rare look at the world’s most expensive sheepA rare look at the world’s most expensive sheep
nationalgeographic.co.uk · Douglas Mainnationalgeographic.co.uk · Douglas Main

In Senegal, Ladoum sheep can cost tens of thousands of pounds. Measuring up to four feetIn Senegal, Ladoum sheep can cost tens of thousands of pounds. Measuring up to four feet
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tall, they're prized as pets and status symbols.tall, they're prized as pets and status symbols.

The rise of "skyvertising"The rise of "skyvertising"
Axios · Alex FitzpatrickAxios · Alex Fitzpatrick

The constant battle for our attention — and money — is going airborne.The constant battle for our attention — and money — is going airborne.

A delicious and light-filled Hanukkah, byA delicious and light-filled Hanukkah, by
Tastemaker Shannon SarnaTastemaker Shannon Sarna
flipboard.com · Flipboard Foodiesflipboard.com · Flipboard Foodies

How to make challah, kugel and latkes — and then get the latke-frying smell out of yourHow to make challah, kugel and latkes — and then get the latke-frying smell out of your
house.house.
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No, the Washington Monument doesn't haveNo, the Washington Monument doesn't have
'Satanic' dimensions'Satanic' dimensions
Snopes · Bethania PalmaSnopes · Bethania Palma

It measures fairly close to 6,666 x 666 inches, but there's nothing sinister behind that.It measures fairly close to 6,666 x 666 inches, but there's nothing sinister behind that.

Four ways to put an end to revenge bedtimeFour ways to put an end to revenge bedtime
procrastinationprocrastination
livestrong.com · Marygrace Taylorlivestrong.com · Marygrace Taylor

Staying up past the point when you know you should sleep can feel really satisfying, but itStaying up past the point when you know you should sleep can feel really satisfying, but it
will leave you tired the next day.will leave you tired the next day.
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